### Today's Working/learning environments need to be hard working, flexible, efficient, durable & imaginative.

How can we provide the ultimate family of interactive shapes, and create an infinite number of collaborative settings to cater for groups of 2-20 people? With the clever use of geometric shapes provides uniform dimensions to create a family of pieces that can fit together and be repositioned in an infinite number of ways.

### Features

- Full set includes 8 ottomans
- Heavy duty construction
- Light weight for easy manoeuvrability
- Superior 80mm 35/230 FR foam
- Fine top stitch detailing
- Black plastic glides
- 450mm or 720mm seat heights available
- Recommended weight rating 150kg
- 5 Years warranty

### Specifications

- Overall size (mm)
- 2440d x 1220w x 450h/720h

### Dimensions

- Models/Shapes:
  - Paralellogram (left)
  - Paralellogram (right)
  - Square
  - Trapezoid
  - Triangle (large)
  - Triangle (small)

### Options

- Available in a range of fabric, vinyl options and contrasting upholstery panels.
- Custom Options
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transform your workspace